
Maths 
Resources and planning taken from the Big Maths programme (including 
SAFE Maths.) Three lessons of Big Maths will be streamed, whilst 2 
SAFE (Outer Maths lessons) will be delivered in Sycamore Class. 
This term, streamed Sycamore Class will be consolidating and extending 
their understanding of the four rules of number, focussing specifically 
on multiplication and division, addition and subtraction . Sycamore Class 
(not streamed) will be studying time, graphs (bar, block, pie and line) 
money, and also fractions of shapes and amounts. 
Numeracy Ninja (mental maths) activities will take place every Monday 
and Thursday before lessons begin. 
Links to BPM: C2M To recall multiplication and division facts for the 2               
multiplication tables.                                                                                                             
C2t to know that multiplication of two numbers can be done in any order and 
division of one number by another cannot.                                                                    
N3p solve number problems and practical problems                                                                
N2m to compare numbers up to 100                                                                                           
N3a to read numbers to 1000 in numerals.                                                                           
F1f to name a quarter as one of Four equal parts of an object, shape, or              
quantity.                                                                                                                                 
F2e to recognise fractions one quarter of a length, shape, set of objects or 
quantity.                                                                                                                         
F2f to find fractions one quarter of a length, shape, set of objects or                
quantity.                                                                                                                                       
Cross Curricular links: Literacy, ICT, Geography, Art and Design 
Technology. Assessment linked to weekly CLIC and Learn Its tests 
(and also SAFE outer maths tests half termly.) Continuous prose  -  
writing about what I have enjoyed this term and what I am looking 
forward to.  
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        PATH – Life Skills Wheel 
Self-esteem                                                                          

Not giving in to peer pressure.                               
Being able to show the class something you are 
good at/ learn a new skill.  

Learning the qualities of a good friend and considering 
how I am a good friend. 

Thinking about my favourite things.                                        
What I like about myself and what others like 
about me.                                                                     
Choosing one friend and writing about what is             
special about them.                                                
Considering emotions and how I feel.                                
Understanding the emotions of others.                    
What makes us feel different emotions and talking 
about them.                                                                        
How different emotions can be expressed. 

Links to BPM To be responsible for completing my tasks.  
Dg I know my own strengths and weaknesses.                                   
Dj I will try to do something new.                                                 
Dt I can produce an extended piece of work in a given 
time. Pi I can listen and take instructions from others.                                                                     
II I can complete a homework task.  
Assessment – work, observation and discussion. 
Cross Curricular Links – English, maths, geography and 
ICT. Continuous Prose— writing about trying or learning 
something new. 

 



Literacy 
Phonics 
Children will take part in 3 (streamed) lessons per week using the Read, Write, Inc programme. This focuses on all areas of literacy (reading, writing, 
spelling and handwriting.) In lessons, children will read levelled books and take part in linked writing activities. Children will also learn a phonic sound per 
week. Children are grouped according to their phonic ability and they will work through the programme at an appropriate pace. The group is working  on 
Set 3 Sounds. 
English lessons for Sycamore Class will be partly topic based on American Study and children writing their weekend news. Children will write instructions, 
lists, sequencing and writing narratives. Pupils will be encouraged to consistently use capital letters, full stops and use finger spaces between words. We 
will focus on punctuation, the use of adjectives, connectives, nouns and verbs, ensuring that sentences are grammatically correct. 
Links to English BPM:                                                                                                                                                      
Reading: 
R1as Independently read words 1-25 of the  first 100 high frequency words from Letters and Sounds.                                                                                           

Rlav to read words 75 –100 of the first 100 high frequency words of Letters and Sounds.                                                                                                           

Rfan to read some high frequency and familiar words in simple texts up to 45 cvc words.                                                                                                      

R1ay to decode words using context clues.                                                                                                                                                                                               

Writing                                                                                                                                                                     

W2i To be able to structure a story.                                                                                                                                                                                           

W1u When prompted or with a checklist: clause structure mostly grammatically correct.                                                                                                                                           

W1s To start sentences in different ways.                                                                                                                                                                                     

W2j When prompted or with a checklist ideas in sections grouped by content, some linked by simple pronouns.  

Speaking and Listening 
L1aj – Independently to make vocabulary choices and non-verbal features that show awareness of different purposes and listeners. 
L1ar – To match language and non-verbal features to purpose and audience e.g. by adjusting tone, pace, volume and intonation. 
L3r - Independently shows understanding of situations by adapting speech, gesture and movement. 
L3y – Independently: demonstrate empathy and understanding through speech, gesture and movement. 
L4s – Independently: comments on the different ways meaning can be expressed. 
 Cross Curricular Links – Science, History, Geography, PHSCE and D/T. 
Assessment –Phonics and Renaissance assessment every term, Bookmark Targets and BPM objectives.                                                           
Continuous prose opportunity— a story set in America. 

 

 



                       Science Forces Y5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cross Curricular Links: maths, D.T and literacy. 
Assessment – Observation and discussion. Hinge Questions (at the 
beginning and end of lessons.) Beginning and end of unit assessments. 
Continuous prose opportunity at the end of the work identifying what 
has been learnt. 

 

I can identify forces acting on an object. I can identify forces as pushes 

and pulls. I can identify and explain balanced and unbalanced forces. 

I can explain the effect of gravity on unsupported objects. I can explain 

what gravity is. I can explain Isaac Newton’s role in discovering gravity. I 

can accurately measure the force of gravity pulling on objects. 

I can investigate the effects of air resistance. I can explain how air                   

resistance affects moving objects. I can plan and conduct an investigation 

into the effects of air resistance. 

I can explore the effects of water resistance. I can identify streamlined 

shapes. I can minimise the effects of water resistance on an object. 

I can investigate the effects of friction. I can explain the effects of            

friction on a moving vehicle. I can investigate the effects of friction              

created by different materials. 

I can explore and design mechanisms. I can explain how different                 

mechanisms work. I can investigate a simple mechanism. I can design my 

own mechanism for a given purpose. 

 

 

 

Links to BPM 

Gj To ask simple questions and recognise they can be             

answered in different ways. 

Gn To be able to suggest one way of finding an answer to a 

question. 

Oe to understand that observation involves all of the              

senses. 

Oj To decide what is important or relevant to observe.  

Ce To suggest practical ways to find something out.   

Cf to be able to identify things to measure and things to 

observe.                                                                                          

Ik To be able to classify and identify by linking observable 

features to already known objects or things. 



 

I.C.T.  
 To make a title cover page for the Geography 
topic America Study. To word process            
choosing the font, size and colour. To             
include an image, save work and print it.                                                         
To access Too Simple Data, answer questions 
and enter information to produce graphs—
block, bar, line and pie charts. To print some 
of these. 
Links to BPM                                                             
To be able to load and save files on the                 
network.                                                                  
To identify a range of ways to report                    
concerns about content.                                         
To present data and information. 
Assessment – through observation, work 
produced and discussion.  
Cross Curricular Links – Literacy, maths and 
history (including Speaking and Listening) 
Continuous Prose  - To write about which 
areas of I.C.T. have been the most              
enjoyable and which areas I have learnt the 
most. 

                          RE                                                             
What do we know about the Bible and why is it important to               
Christians? Y5 
To Know what makes a text sacred. I can identify what sacred means. I 
can share what I already know about the Bible. I can ask and answer 
questions to determine whether an item is sacred or not.                                                                     
To identify and compare different books of the Bible and their authors. 
I can explain the difference between Old and New testament. I know 
what the phrase ‘inspired by God means.’ I can name at least three               
different authors in the Bible.                                                                                   
To explore different text types in the Bible. I know what a psalm and a 
proverb is. I can find a given text type in the Bible. I can discuss the 
purpose of a text.                                                                                                
To understand how stories are used in the Bible to teach lessons. I 
know what a parable is and why Jesus told them. I can communicate              
effectively with others in my group. I can retell a Bible story to make it 
relevant to the listeners.                                                                                  
To explain how Christians use the Bible and how it is important to them. 
I know how Christians study the Bible. I could give suggestions for how 
Christians could read the Bible daily. To compare a personal sacred item 
with the Christian sacred text of the Bible. 
Links to BPM   
K2 To recognise features of religious practice.                                           
K6 To identify some beliefs of a religion.                                           
C3 To talk about what is of value to you.                                                
P2 To reflect of their own ideas.                                        
Cross Curricular Links – literacy, PHSCE and art. 
Assessment – work, observation and discussion. One piece of prose 
per half term answering the topic question. 

        P.E. – Spring 1 swimming led by 
Mrs. Doyle 

Spring 2 Gymnastics led by a coach. 
 



 

                                  American Study Y3/4                                                                       
To be able to find the USA and its states on a map. Do children know the USA 
is a country in North America? Can children locate it on a world map? Can                  
children start to identify and locate some of the 50 states?                               
To be able to identify and compare the states. Do they know America is split 
into 50 states? Can they name and locate them? Can children start to compare 
the states?                                                                                                                       
To be able to identify and describe the different landscapes of the USA.  Can 
children identify and describe a variety of different landscapes ? Can they 
find similarities and differences? Can children find links between climate and 
landscapes?                                                                                                                
To be able to identify, compare and explore American cities. Can children  
identify and locate some of the major cities in the USA? Can children describe 
some American cities? Can children find similarities and differences?                               
To find out about National Parks in the USA and their functions. Do children 
know they are protected areas of land? Do children know they help to                  
preserve wildlife?                                                                                                           
Links to BPM                                                                     
Uv To give reasons for the location of physical and human features.                                        
UT To express views about the localities of environments.                              
Uz To describe the physical and human features of different places.            
Eh To show some understanding of environmental awareness on a larger 
scale. Ecf To use simple geographical vocabulary to communicate object. 
Assessment—observation, marking work and discussion. Sometimes a start-
er quiz, hinge questions or exit tickets used.                                                     
Cross Curricular Links: Literacy, maths, history, art and computing. Con-
tinuous prose opportunity— end of unit assessment writing about learning. 

Art                                                                                      
Linked to the Geography topic                  

American Study 
To be able to create paintings in the style of 
Albert Bierstadt. Do children know who              
Albert Bierstadt is? Can children identify 
features of an artist’s work? Can children 
recreate a painting in the style of another 
artist, taking into account the features of 
their work? To be able to create a mountain 
scene in the style of Nicholas Roerich. Study 
the work of Andy Warhol. 
Links to BPM  
Understanding Art – To take time to             
reflect upon my work to improve it.          
To describe some simple characteristics of 
different types of art. 
Exploring and Investigating – To                           
communicate their ideas through the use of 
colour. 
Develop your own practical skills by                     
investigating the qualities of a range of 
materials. 
Assessment – observation, marking work 
and discussion. 
Cross Curricular Links: Literacy, maths, 
science, history and geography. Continuous 
prose—reflecting on work. 



 

D.T. 
Linked to the Science Topic Forces 
To be able to design, make and evaluate a mechanism using             
pulleys, levers or gears.              
Links to BPM                                                            
I can incorporate familiar products in my basic drawings.                
To apply my understanding of materials.                                                    
To cut around more complex shapes.                                               
In my design I can show consideration of tools,  materials and 
components.                                                                                           
To identify where evaluation has led to improvement. 
Assessment – observation, marking work, ability of model to 
meet the criteria and discussion. 
Cross Curricular Links: Literacy, maths, science, history, 
geography and computing.                                                
Continuous prose— evaluating project and identifying where 
evaluation has led to improvement. 

Music  
The Charanga programme. Make You Feel My Love Y5.               
Listen and appraise.                                                                    
Warm up games involving rhythm and pitch, playing the 
notes C, D and B on glockenspiel.                                                                         
Learn to sing the song.                                                                  
Perform the song. 

Singing in the hall with Mrs. Burgess and other primary 
classes. 

Links to BPM                                                                                 
Lp To recognise musical elements.                                                 
Pp To play groups of sounds indicated by a symbol based 
score.                                                                                                  
Cb They are involved in simple improvisation and make basic 
choices about the sounds and instruments used.                              
Cc To make simple musical compositions.                                                                                      
Assessment – observation and discussion.                      
Cross Curricular Links: Literacy, maths, science,                      
history, art and computing.                                                   
Sometimes a starter quiz, hinge questions or exit tickets 
used.                                                                              
Continuous prose—writing about what they have enjoyed 
about this music unit. 


